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Tennessee Stonewall

|

Democrats Organizing
Gays Across State
Gay and lesbian activists are —
bringing the fight for gay, lesbian, bi—
sexual and transgender equality to
Tennessee with the formation of a
statewide National Stonewall Demo—
crats (NSD) chapter.
NSD, America‘s only grassroots
Democratic lesbian, gay, bisexual
and transgender organization, seeks

crats plan to keep GLBT Tennesse—
ans informed of legislative actions
that may affect them, as well as
working with state and local legisla—
tors to affect positive change for
GLBT residents.
""We definitely want to be active
and a visible force to our elected of—
ficials and state party", stated Alan
to promote ~
Hair,
a
equal rights
Nashville
for
all
activist and
people, re—
leader of
gardless of
the state—
sexual orien—
___wide group..
‘tation, race.
;
;
/4
ie "ay
"~T nC
or gender
TENNESSEE STONEWALL bEMGCRATS
statewide
identity,
group will
through the Democratic Party.
begin planning to fight against the
Members of the newly formed Tennessee constitutional amendment
Tennessee Stonewall Democrats are next year. |
planning on active political and com—
The National Stonewall Demo—
munity. participation. The group crats have endorsed John Kerry for
hopes to encourage GLBT commu— president and the state chapter will
nity members across the state to par— be connecting GLBT activists with
ticipate in the political process by the Kerry campaigns acrossthe state.
connecting members with their local
The Human Rights Campaign,
county Democratic Party or local the largest gay, lesbian, bisexual and
campaigns.
transgender civil rights organization
Stonewall Democrats across the in the U.S has also endorsed John
state participated in the Democratic Kerry. The group will also support
National Committee—sponsored civil rights efforts that affect other
"Pride at the Polls" registeringvot— minority groups in the state, includ—
ers during gay pride events in Nash— ing women‘s rights.
ville, Memphis and Knoxville.
_
All Tennesseans, regardless ofv
This yearhas seen unprecedented sexual orientation, are welcome to
discussion and legislation surround— join the group. Currently there are
ing GLBT issues in the Tennessee more than 150 e—mail list members
General Assembly. Two resolutions (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/
proposing a constitutional amend— TNStonewallDemocrats).
ment to define marriage as a union
Tennessee Stonewall Democrats
between a man and a woman were has begun accepting membership ap—
«introduced in the House and Senate. plications for official membership in
— The Senate resolution passed with the Tennessee Stonewall Democrats.
only one vote against it, cast by Sen.
Dues are $35 a year and member—
Steve Cohen (D—Memphis).
ship benefits include voting rights,
"It is sad that the Democrat—domi— notifications of special events, a
nated Tennessee legislature passed monthly newsletter, and promotional
this needless and discriminatory leg— items throughout the year.
islation. It means we have a lot of
Membership dues will be used for
work to do in Tennessee to get the advertising and promotional items to
state and local Democratic Party in help build an even stronger member—
tune with the DNC on gay and les— ship base. For more information con—
bian civil rights," said Memphis gay tact: Jim Maynard (327—2677), or
activist Jim Maynard.
e—mail TNStonewall Democrats
The Tennessee Stonewall Demo— @comcast.net.

Mid—South Pride Pulls It Off with Flare
by Alien Cook

1

With only six weeks to prepare
a gay pride celebration for Mem—
phis, the newly organized Mid—
South
managed to stage a
very credible gay pride weekend —
one that shows promises of growth
in the future.
The short planning perrod was
necessitated when Memphis Pride,
Inc. formally disbanded in April
with its assets to be transferred to
the Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center. Patty Pair as—
sumed the position of chair on the
resignation of Kay Mills last _ —
October.
Members of Memphis Area Gay Youth receive the "Bestin ShoW6“
No meetings had been held dur— : for therrpart/Cipatloninthe2004 Gay Pride Parade
~ingtheyearandno solicitat
z"vpﬁgwﬁk5, r;peepee
volunteers or new board members
to be
repairedin trme for the next
had been made.
Best Walking Group
parade.
About 250 people participated
First
Place — Holy Trinity
Four trophies were awarded for
in a gay pride parade down South
parade participation. The perma— Community Church
Cooper St. on June 26 which ran
Runner—up — Beta Phi Omega
nent trophies will travel fromwin—
from Peabody Park to First Con—
Sorority.
ner to winner eachyear.
gregational Church. The day cul—
Best of Show
Best Use of Theme
minated in a "reception" at the
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
Memphis Area Gay Youth
First Place — Nike GLBT and
(MAGY)
munity Center which was also host— Friends Network
The judges for this year‘sparade
ing "Ars Spiritus," the second
Runner—up— Cotton Pickin‘
installment of its gay and lesbian Squares
included a single gay man, as well
artists‘ series.
Honorable Mention — PFLAG as two couples with their foster or
The weekend concluded with §
adopted children.
Best Riding Group
barbeque picnic at Neshoba Uni—
Matthew Presley, James
— First Place. — One More
McKinney and their foster son
tarian Church in Cordova. A all—
Runner—up — J—Wag‘s
Micah; Mary Riccio, Terri
gay barbeque team spent the
Honorable Mentions — Hardeman and their son, Jay; and
preceding night preparing for the
Aphrodite, Stonewall Democrats, Dana Rosengard made the selec—
festivities.
tions.
Missing from the parade for the Gay Marriage Truck —>
second year was
_
the
100—foot
rainbow flag. Ac—
cording
to
Vincent Astor,
the flag is now
the property of
MGLCC
and
was unsuitable to
use this year be—
cause of its disre—
pair. Apparently
some of the
hand—holds had
worn so badly
that its use with—
out repair could
have resulted in
its destruction.
Astor expects it Holy Trinity Community Church won the first prize tor Best Walking Group.
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Everybody‘s Concern
Commentary by Jon Devin _
I admit it. I actually shed a tear
as I watched Nancy Reagan clasp
3
her husband‘s
flag—draped cas—

social issues is now the hallmark
of the modern Republican party.
How odd and— unsettlingly sat—
isfying that President Reagan, af—
backC ;er

f

.. AN OKLAHOMA JUDGE is
THE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
HERE
s UNDER INVESTIGATION FOR
hele WITHDRAWS FROM ILLINOIS
WITH
SENATE RACE AFTER IT‘S |s" REPEATEDLY MASTURBATING
HEADLINES
CROTCH,
HiS
SHAVING
PUMP,
PENIS
A
9
HIS
g REVEALED HE TOOK
AT THE
roe:
4 AND FLASHING FEMALE .
&_WIPE TO SEX CLUBS...
TOP oF
AW
t
h
,
y
o
p
EMPLOYEES
COURT
taze)
SX
T slipon, gam
THE HOUR...
) DURING TRIALS...

urnerin g
&
$
int
ket and say good—
te:
XIDS
Opinions expressed in
bye. (And then
editorials,commentaries
search to the
for some reason I
tune
of thou—
and letters are those of
had a bizarre vi—
...AND SAME—SEX
sands
upon
sion of young
the authors. —
WEDDINGS
thousands of
Ron Reagan dat—
CONTINUE IN
deaths, should
ing Mary Cheney.
Bemused, I laughed aloud.) Presi— find his owndemise from a slow,
dent Reagan was the first president degenerative, debilitating disease:
I ever paid any attention to, being — Alzheimer‘s — whichis likely
in elementary school when he treatable, if not curable, pending
:
launched his re—election campaign. yet more taboo research.
Cruel
irony
is
charging
the
air
I remember believing that he
alone could keep those nasty Rus— these days as controversial stem
sians at bay, and that Democrats cell research proposals — most re— =_
just wanted to give all our money cently championed by Nancy
Reagan — continue to meet closed
away to foreign countries.
I remember the "shining city on doors at the White House, just as
Apparently allowing people to
the hill" speech, although I thought AIDS research did at the height of
die needlessly doesn‘t cast shade
at the time that he must be talking the epidemic in the 1980s. _.
about San Francisco. Of course, I — First Housewife Laura Bush on Bush family morals. Nancy
was in my 20s when I learned that was quoted, the day after President Reagan onthe other hand I see dif—
~ beneath the pedestals of that city, — Reagan‘s casket reached Washing— ferently. She now knowsfirsthand
gay men had started dying en ton to lie in state, saying, "We need (like so many gay men) what it is
masse — their plight ignored by an to balance the interest in science like to watch the love of her life
administration whose policy of with moral issues." Open mouth, dissipate before her eyes in a slow
downward spiral with no hope of re—
laissez—faire with a vengeance on insert satin pump.
covery.
f
My guess is that she would have
authorized destroying as many
embryos as needed to save her hus—

REMIND ME...
WHICH SIDE OF THE

band from this copious killer. And or his do—nothing wife.
If anything, I‘m having trouble
she now knows what it is like to
have her pleas for help rejected by saying good—bye to Ronald Reagan
a sanitized policy statement pro— and the era of failed understanding
moted by a White House socialite that goes with him. You want to just
with a Stepford—like, practiced keep fighting that, don‘t you? Just
to stir a bit more in the oil of your
smile.
:
a
Am I glad that Ronald Reagan own ire?
Well, good — people are still
died such an ironic death? No. I
have watched more than one per— dying at the gates of the shining city
son die of Alzheimer‘s and I on the hill. Whether from AIDSor
wouldn‘t wish it on my worst en— not, theircause is our cause.
emy — not even a lying president

Y
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AND WE‘VE GOT MORE NEWS AND OTHER
CONTENT RELEVANT TO YOU THAN
ANY OTHER LOCAL PUBLICATION!
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Christmas!

The Mystic Krewe

of Pegasus Memphis
presents

_

Alison

Tate‘

Christmas

In

July

—

benefitting
The Matthew Shepard Foundation

Sunday,

—

July

Backstreet
_

25

Coliseum

—

Showtime 6:00 p.m.
$5.00 Cover

Drink

Specials

—

Jell—0O®°

Shooters

Any performers who want to participate
may contact Alison Tate at 274—5354.

fgr the Pegasus Party
"Disco Inferno"
Coming in August!
Details at: http://www.pegasusmemphis.com,/
Look
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men

comment about anything that was
done. Given some members of our
community‘s penchant for bitching
about almost anything, that in it—
self was a significant thing.
An interesting note to show
how things have changed... Gary
~ Wilkerson‘s company sent him to
Atlanta to work on a project for the
week before Memphis Pride. When
they found out why he needed to
be back in Memphis for the week—
end, they flew him back at their

£

(tilc

expense.
By Allen Cook
OK, so it wasn‘t the San Fran—
cisco or New York Gay Pride Pa—
rade. So what?
What it was is remarkable.
Kudos go to Gary Wilkerson et
al of Mid—South Pride for stepping
up to the bat at virtuallythe last
minuteto organize an event that our
community could be proud of.
And brickbats go to Patty Pair

Home repairs,
carpentry, indoor
painting, lite
. plumbing and

Just ask, many
a easea ses
Phone 547—4780

Prompt, neat, and professional
Our motto
"We Aim To Please"

es

+

who let a 10—year institution (Mem—
phis Pride, Inc.) die an ignomini—
ous death of neglect.
She who espouses volunteering
to help organizations in their efforts
to better the gay community... She
who promotes bringing the com—
munity together... She who seems
to want to get her finger into every
pie... totally dropped the ball, al—
beit after a few years of thankless
service."
Mid—South Pride and its orga—
_ nizers are proof positive that if
someone had asked for help, it
would have appeared.
The most remarkable thing
about this year‘s Pride parade and
surrounding events, is that I never
heard one — not one — negative

Trixie Thunderpussy, former
show director and star of J—Wag‘s
late night weekend drag shows,
will be returning from the wilds of
Tupelo, Miss. for a one—night—only
show with some of her friends at
J—Wag‘s on Sat., July 10 It should

be a blast.
One of the first times I ever saw
_. Trixie, she did a number called "If
" It Don‘t Fit, Don‘t Force It." The
props included a rubber glove and
a chicken. Gross, but one of the
funniest bits I‘ve ever seen on
stage. Don‘t miss her show.

teer and board member (and former
Tsarus "Man" of the Year), fell and
broke her hip in her home in May.
Most people would have givenup
their volunteer obligations and con—
centrated on their own recovery.
Not Nancy.
From her hospltal bed (once she
got out of ICU had surgery to re—
pair the hip), she continued to so—
licit auction items for the 17th
Annual Auction Against AIDS.
What a gimmick! Who is going
to refuse a request from a woman
like Nancy asking for anything
from her hospital bed!
Speaking of the Auction
Against AIDS, we hope Tom
Prestigiacomo never stops hosting
it. I‘ ve never seen anyone who can
get so much money out of people
for such a good cause. His auction
persona is very different from his
radio persona, but a nicer guy
you‘d never want to meet. He can
be heard weekday afternoons on
FM—100.
Moire than $160, 000 worth of

items were auctioned to provide
money for the services offered by
Talk about a trooper! Narrcy Friends For Life.
¥
Fletcher, Friends For Life volun—
Congratulation to Anita Cock—
tail for winning the Mid—South Idol
contest put on by the Mystic Krewe
of Pegasus Memphis at Madison
Massage
Flame on two nights in June. Anita
performed as Wonder Woman.
First Alternate was Carmelia who
performed Elton John‘s "Don‘t Let
the Sun Go Down on Me" complete
with keyboard prop. Second Alter—
nate was Barbara Jean Jasen per—
By Appointment
forming José Quirvo‘s "Too Much
Tequila Last Night" and Third Al—
901—218—0669
ternate was B. Leggs impersonat—
ing Tina Turner doing "Rollin on
the River."

Mam;
wellness program
An important component of your— rejuvena
tion
relaxation — stress relief
Mike Warkentin, LMT

Inbalance Fitness :
794 S. Cooper St..

course fondue dmncr
Gﬁicannected over a memorable four~Don‘t may, there‘s picmy for everyone.

TJN is pleased to welcome Jon
Devin to our fold as a staff com—
mentator/editorial writer. Jon has
recently been writing the MGLCC
Community Corner column.
While we were obviously im—
pressed with his writing skills, we
were unaware of his artistic skills.
Jon was one of the two featured
artists in this year‘s Ars Spiritus —
the Art of Pride exhibition at the

Bun in this

10%OFF
TOTAL PURCHASE
Not valid with any other discounts
or on holidays. Not validfor alcohol.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMEND“)
(901) 380—9500
2828 Wolf Creek Parkway, Memphis, TN
{across from Wolfchase Galleria Mall)

I. 19 Years .
Memphis!
Experience!

www.meltingpot.com —

REALTOR® MLS
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FM 100‘s Tom Prestigiacomo served
as the primary auctioneer in the
17th Annual Auction Against AIDS
heldJune27atthe Memphis Botanic
Garden.

Community Center this year.
Check out page 7 to see some
and
artwork
his
of
website
our.
out
check
(memphistrianglejournal.com) to
see the color versions of both his
and Noel Collins Troxell‘s work.

Jon Devil
¥
For those of you keeping up on
the status of John Stilwell,my part—
ner for the last 29 years, I am
pleased to report he is domg well

following his stroke in March.
While still using a wheelchair and
confined to a rehab center, we‘ve
been able to check him out on 0c—
casion and take him to a movie and
dinner. He is re—learning to talk and
seems remarkablyadept at adapt—
ing to his current condition.
I hope that he will be able to
come home by early fall.
Thanks to everyone who asks
about him. It means a lot to me.

Softball

League Play

Concert to Benefit Scholarship

Local pianist and professor Steve
Katz will give a piano recital at
Amro Auditorium 2918 Poplar
fans and players. It may spark an
The Bluff City Softball League
Ave., on Sun., July 18, at 2 p.m. The
games are at mid—season and the
interest for you to start playing.
community is invited to attend and
competitive spirit of all the teams
As of June 20 the league stand—
support this gala event.
is coming out in full force.
ings are as follows:
Your $5 tax—deductible admis—
Rain has become the nemesis
sion contribution goes to the Steve
this year with several weeks Of
‘Fearn
Won
Lost
Katz/Amro Music Piano Scholar—
Sunday games being canceled, but _ :
7
0
ship Fund, which offers college
league play will finish by the end
Backstreet
6
1
scholarships to promising local mu—
of July. Games are held on Sun—
Outfielders
5
9
sicians.
day afternoons starting at 1 p.m.
Locomotion
3
4 —
The hour—long recital will feature
at Tobey Fields, corner of Holly—
Foreplay
3
5
classical as well as contemporary
wood and Central Avenue.
Royals
2
6
music performed by the eclectic
You are invited to cheer on your
Crushers
1
7
Katz, assisted by several of his
favorite team or just mingle with
| young, energetic scholarship stu—
dents. A quick, but delicious, encore
auction will precede the tasty home—
Integrity to Feature
made refreshment finale.
Heats Up at Mid—Season

PFLAG‘s

Dr.

Integrity—Memphis welcomes
Dr. Arnold Drake of PFLAG —
Parents and Friends of Lesbians
and Gays — and celebrates Friends
and Family Night on Tues., July
20. Organizers suggest that you
invite your friends and family to
attend the meeting.
The Rev. Blair Both of the
Episcopal Church of the Holy
Communion will be the guest wor—

Drake
ship leader.
Integrity meets on the third
Tuesday of every month at Calvary
Episcopal Church beginning with
worship at 6:30 p.m., dinner at 7
p.m., and aprogram at 7:30 p.m.
Free parking can be found in the
lot behind the church at 102 North
Second Street.
Dinner is $10, but first time visi—
tors eat free.

I MGLCC. Sets Annual—— ——
Meeting, Seeks Nominations
Len Piechowski,
president
of According to center by—laws,
) nual
MGLCC,
has
announced
the
An—
positions
open for nomination
this
MeetingofMGLCC
forSun.,
year
are
president
and
secretary.
July
11, at 6 p.m. at the Commu— Additionally,thesecond halfofthe
nityInCenter.
unexpired termHunterJohnston
of treasurer who
will
making
the
announcement,
alsobefilled.
the
current
executive
boardof
the is currently treasurer is stepping
center
charged
Marty
Katz,
mem—
downAlsofromuptheforpost.election are the
:
ber—at—large,
with
chairing
the
Nominating
Committee.
member—at—largerequireatleastone
positions. The
Katz
worked
with
community
center‘sby—laws
leaders to select the nominating member—at—large and no more than
«committee.
seven.
Basketball Players Needed
The Memphis
Gay Basketball
perThe
team.league is also rolling out
League
islookingforplayers.
The
something
completely
newdesigned
which
lastday
ofenrollment
willAug.beAug.
1. AllTheskill
draft
will
begin
6.
is
the
draft.
The
draft
is
levelsare
welcomeand
toteam.balance outs the abilities of each
alluniforms.
teams must
purchase
theirown
_ will occur Friday needed.
Coaches as well as players are
The
games
evenings
about
7p.m.2 p.m.and Sunday entire$35season,
pays forso theif you‘re
courtslooking
for the
afternoons
around
According
to HerschelthreeStokes,
to meetornew
people,
getfun,join
some up.ex—
there
were
"almost
gay
ercise
simply
have
teams"Foronthetheupcoming
courts thisseason,
past sea—he Herschel
For more information,
contact:at
son.
Stokes
is hopingforan
entireeight
leagueplayers
— at Herschel@ghruaim.net or call
least
six teams with
(901) 336—8454.
Mysiic Krewe ofPegasus Memphis —
CAR WASH
Sat.,July 17 — Holy Trinity Parking Lot
10 a.m. — 2 p.m.

Fund

Dr. Steve Katz is professor of
music at Southwest Tennessee
Community College, where this
summer he was named the most
outstanding teacher among the
college‘s 600 facuity members.
As a touring concert pianist, he
has represented the United States
in international piano competitions
and has played concerts from Paris,
Tenn., to Paris, France.
f
Katz has two piano CDs on the —
market, Piano Imagination and
Fire and Air. He donates all pro—
Dr. Steve Katz
ceeds from the sale of these CDs
to the scholarship fund. Copies will
ponies, donkeys and various other
be available at the recital for a do—
beasts.
Steve is the uncle of
nation of $10.
:
MGLCC board member Marty
Steve and his partner, Bob, live
Katz.
on a farm near Millington and raise

www.memplhistriangiejournal.com
ATTENTION TRIANGLE JOURNAL READERS!
WARNING! Don‘t Even Think About Speaking To A Dentist ... Until You
Know The 10 Questions You MUST Ask A Dentist BEFORE Choosing One!

Memphis,
Tn —then
If youyouaremust
currently
looking .
forarticle,
a newas dentist,
read
this
it may beWhen
the most
important
thing
you‘ve
everread!
i
t
comes
to
selecting
the
right dentist,
mostandfeeling
peoplefindlikethey‘re
themselves
confused,
frustrated
taking
you: a stab in the dark! After all, who taught
HowRight
To Choose
Dentist?The
It‘sofaustough
choice for TRUTH
most of you,
because
none
are
taughtthe
about
theto pick
advancements
in
dentistry,
let
alone
how
the.youright
one to help
you out
andto speed
to makewithsureall
are
getting
one
that
is
up
the
training
in pain freedental
methods,
cosmetics,
and
latest
advancements
implants
and
denture:
If you‘re likewondering
most people,
you‘re
scared and
nervous,
things
like:
—
* How
do I know this person is really any
ood?
=
glow can | tell before | walk in, if it‘s going to
be a practically pain free experience?
— Is he/she an expert at cosmetic dentistry?
« What questions should I ask them?
« Should I believe their suggestions?
* Are they just trying to sell me or get me to
spend more money with them?
*
* Will this person rip me off?
y
* How much say do | have when it comes to
making the best decisions for my own
dental health?
;
« Will I have ALL the options to weigh before
making decisions?
—
And the list goes on! Admittedly, how to choose
the right dentist for you and your family is harder
than knowing you need to choose one in the first:
place! In fact, one of the biggest questions
peopleface is:
How To Know If They‘re Working In
YOUR Best Interest Or For Their Own
Best Interest! —
This may not surprise you, but there are some
people out there who are working for their own —
greedy personal gain, at YOUR expense! This is
disgusting and it‘s wrong, but it happens. It‘s a
reality we all have to accept. The truth is there
are as many good dentists as there are bad
ones, Just like in any profession. The task for you
is to know how to...
f

Detect the Good
From the Bad! —
Until now, no one has been upfront, bold, and .
honest about what is REALLY going on whenyou
walk into a dental office. So, here‘s the truth most —
dentists would prefer you neverknew. See, in
many (but certainly not all) dental practices,
regardless of size or how many ads they run in
the local newspaper, the primary internal focus is
on selling as much of their services as fast as
they can whether you actually need them or not.
Period. The real way they operate is a well kept
secret that they don‘t want you to get clued in on.
And please understand, there‘s nothing wrong
with many of these services, or with you being
sold on choosing them. The real problem is HOW
you‘re sold, HOW they deliver advice, and what
their real motivations are. If someone explained
how it REALLY works a lot of the time, you might
be shocked.
s
FREE Report Reveals The
10 Questions You MUST Ask!
After all, choosing a dentist may be one of the
most important decisions you‘ll ever make for you
and foryour family! Picking the right dentist can .
help you, and picking the wrong dentist can be a
big and painful mistake! Make sure you know
which is which! You cannot afford to take any
chances. You need to be sure to use someone
who will be right for you!
To get your FREE REPORT called "10
Questions You Must Ask BEFORE You Even
Think About Choosing A Dentist! How To
Get Pain & Anxiety Free Dental Care," and
learn the secrets some dentists don‘t want you to
know, call the TOLL—FREE 24 hour Hotline
1—866—430—6995 to, a Free no. —
OBLIGATION RECORDED MESSAGE and
request Free Report #20051 your Free copy of
this eye opening report will be sent to you ~
immediately. Call NOW! Armed with this free
report, you‘ll have the ammunition you need to
make sure you deal with someone who is right for
you, and has YOUR best interests at heart! Don‘t
be left in the dark any longer ... call NOW!

A Paid Advertisement
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AgainSt Conway Gay
Parade Fails Without Vote
A Conwayforal—a
, Ark.200(AP)loud—supporters
CONWAY
about
had
derman
resolution to denounce a gay—

Resolution

activity" that the city would “neither encour—
age nor condone."
The crowd complamed vociferously
prrde parade
the other aldermen met Brewer‘ s pro—
when
scheduled for the last weekendin June, but
silence, never seconding the mo—
posalwith
not one of his colleagues on the city council
not openingthe floor to
therefore
and
tion
23.
June
vote
a
for
would second his call
Alderman Sandy Brewer‘s proposal was debate.
Parade organizers John Schenck and Rob—
to dissociate the city from the parade planned
Loyd welcomed the public response, say—
ert
for the 35th anniversary of the start of the
it was good to begin discussing the issue.
ing
Green—
York‘s
New
in
gay—pride movement
~ Schenck and Loyd live in a bright pink house
wich Village.
public commitment
The resolution would not have carried any in Conway and held a
of the state Capitol
steps
the
on
ceremony
legal weight, but would have called the pa—
year.
this
earlier
Rock
Little
in
disruptrve
and
rade "a potentially divisive

CLUB NIGHT

Sat., July 17 —
The Pumping

levi—leather club

— Station
1 382 Poplar Ave.

Published as a public service by the Triangle Journal News.

In Atlanta, a City Not Known for
Theater, Quirky Comedy Packs ‘Em in
references. The writers skewer Georgia
By Kristen Wyatt
polmcrans and take countless good—na—
Associated Press Writerr
tured swrpes at being Southern.
the show, as mother Trudy
ATLANTA (AP) —Sorry, Miss Daisy. Early inm (Deborah
Childs) prepares a last—
A comedy about a Hooters waitress has be— Habersha
engagement party,
son‘s
her
for
gala
minute
come the most successful play in Atlanta she frantically calls her favorite
caterer.
history.
d cake?"
Thurmon
Strom
I get the
Peachtree Battle, the story of an old— "Can
one
chocolate
the
know,
"You
asks.
she
guard Atlanta family stunned when their with the white topping?"
son brings home the unexpected fiancee, Later, Trudy challenges the parenting f
will put on its 500th performance this
of her boozy mother, Azalea Wieuca
weekend. It has passed Driving Miss Daisy skills
House).
(Anna
as the longest—running play in local the— "Youride
a of good parenting is teach—
ater history.
f
how to make a perfect
6—year—ol
a
ing
The comedy, its name taken from an ex— martini," Trudydsays.

clusive street in the wealthy Buckhead
__neighborhood, follows the many troubles
of the Habersham family. Daughter Can—
dler has an eating disorder, and son
Holcomb is gay and lost his partner in a
car crash.
That leaves youngest son Ansley as the
~ family favorite, until he scandalizes his kin
by introducing them to his intended — a
busty, black Hooters girl named Tiffani.
Oh, and if that‘s not enough, grandma
—
& has a drinking problem. —
"It‘s really a pretty dark, dysfunctional

family," said Anthony Morris, who co—
wrote the play with partner John Gibson.
"We didn‘t know if people were going to
think any of this was funny."
Morris and Gibson, a team that wrote
and produced several regional comedies
— before Peachtree Battle, worried even
"more whenthe 9/11 attacks happenedjust "as atownunsupportiveoftheater. ___
"We‘ve heard for so long that Atlanta
days after opening.
Then a critic for The Atlanta—Journal won‘t go for it, Atlanta doesn‘t support
not true _
Constitution called it "an unforgivably bad theater," Gibson said. "That‘s
Atlantans
are
dying
for
good
theater.
If it‘s
soap opera." It looked like Morris‘ idea for
something
that
entertains
them,
something
an open—ended run, common in New York
but rare in Atlanta, was a huge mlscalcu- they can relate to, they‘ll support it."
‘Peachtree Battle has done so well —
lation.
But a month later, in October, 2001, grossing $1.6 million even in a small the—
Peachtree Battle sold out its tiny 120—seat ater — that Gibson and Morris are in talks
theater. It‘s been sold out every perfor— to develop a television series, or a New
mance since, with a weeks—long wamng York version for a Broadway run. They‘re
evasive about details, but say they expect
list for tickets.
It seemed audiences related to the a deal to be announced this year.
"The key to success is, bottom line, it
Habershams a little more than anyone ex—
has to be funny," Morris said. "Yes, it‘s
pected.
Theatergoers used to seeing touring Southern, but it could happen anywhere.
companies, and plays written in other cit— You could call it regional, or lowbrow, but
ies, were struck by Battle ‘s many local it‘s really classic comedy.

Rhonda
Licensed

Manning

Clmrcal

X€ Couples Counseling
* Individual Counseling
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Hidaji,

LCSW —

X Relationship Difficulties

1384 Madison Avenue » Memphis, TN 38104 » 901.272.0855
www. FriendsForLlfeCorp org

Azalea just shrugs. "Worked for the
Bush twins," she says.
With a few exceptions, the actors trade
insults with unforced Southern accents —
another rarity even in Atlanta productions.
Especially charming is dad Sherwood
Habersham (Shields Upchurch), who is es—
tranged from his wife but is called to talk
some sense into his son. Ordered to dis—
suade Ansley from marrying Tiffani, he
calls Ansley away from the others and of—
fers his thoughts on marrying a Hooters
girl.
—
"You did it, son!" he nearly shouts, giv—
ing Ansley a big hug for his accomplish—
ment.
The laughs are plentifulthrcugh the two—
_
act play. To Gibson and Morris, Peachtree
Battle is helping change Atlanta‘s reputatron

éocral

Worker

% General Issues and Coaching.

* Abuse Counseling
#8 Gender Counseling

(901) 757—7706

Ars

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
_
HOD
Great investment and/or 1st time home buyer
properties. Shelby. Fayette and Tipton Counties.

Spiritus

'

The second annual gay and lesbian art exhi—
bition "Ars Spiritus" featured the works of
Jonathan R. A, Devin and Noel Collins Troxell.
The exhibit was hung at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center and was displayed
through July 3.

Call Barbara at
HEPEURN REALTY
901—385—7 182

MEMPHIS PARANORMAL
INVESTIGATIONS

Teaw
"we listen to things that go bump in the night"
Cold spots? Strange noises or smells?

Pride
Acrylic on Canvas
Jonathan R.A. Devin

You may have a haunting.
Halos # 13
Digital Photograph
Jonathan R.A. Devin

Serving all of Shelby and Tipton counties, our team
can offer a no cost inspection of your home, office
or
property. We use the very latest night vision survei
l—
lance, and digital audio equipment to document
paranormal activity. paranormal38111@aol.com

http://www.memphisparanormalinvestigations.com

Serving cur
for 14 gears! Please call
when

One Four One
Colored pencil and watercolor on heavy papers
Noel Collins Troxell

Steve Solomon
Jas?
4 I
pa

CloudedView
Acrylic on Canvas
. Jonathan R.A. Devin >

& COMPANY
Ho—
kok
aj b>
o
& — we&
my
comum comme
I'M-“MM
f

4

Office (901) 278—4380 Jig?”
Residence (901) 454—1931
54 S5. Cooper « Memphis, TN 38104
e—mail: STEVENC1@AOL.COM
\

(

GAYELLOW PAGES"
INFORMING THE LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL &
TRANSGENDER COMMUNITY SINCE 1973
All editions include a

_

.: separate WOMEN‘S section and a

—.

separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section

The Fire That Never Was
Dry pastel on paper
Noel Collins Troxell

Complete gay—friendly resources & businesses: accommodations, bars,
bookstores, dentists, doctors, lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list.
USA/CANADA: $16 by first class mail: Includes all states
and provinces, plus national headquarters of
organizations, mail order companies, etc.
EAST and SOUTH Edition: $12 by first class mail
AL, AR, AZ, CT, DC, DE, FL, GA, HI, KS, KY, LA, MA, MD, ME, MO,
MS, NH, NJ, NM, NY, NC, OH, OK, PA, PR, RI, SC, TN,
TX, US Virgin is, VA, VT, WV
Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535

Jar of Fireflies
Acrylic on canvas
Jonathan R. A. Devin
For color versions of these artworks,
visit www.memphistriangle journal.com

Contemplating the Obvious
Dry pastel on heavy paper
Noel Collins Troxell

0L
Outlioud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
and see http://gayellowpages.com/2buy.htm
For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
please send self—addressed stamped envelope to
Renaissance House, PO Box 533—TN, Village Stn, NY, NY 10014
Voice: 212—674—0120 Fax: 212—420—1126
Email: gayellowpages@earthlink.

K

http://gayellowpages.com
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Comedic Toast of

rica
British TV Takes on Ame

cluding a wide variety of celebrity
guests including Naomi Campbell
and Sophia Loren.
Norton has surfed porn sites
NEW YORK (AP) — "I need
with Joan Collins and Carrie
something LOUD," says Graham
Fisher, and engaged in priceless
Norton as he swishes throughthe
comedic scenarios with Dustin
—
&
suits.
designer collections at Bergdorf
ly
judged
personal
feel
don‘t
"I
Hoffman, Cher. and= John
shopping
recent
a
Goodman on
this
Malkovich.
;
dressed
by GQ,"says Norton,
spree.
"Madonna‘s
my
big
get,". says
shirt,
oxford
blue
striped
a
in
day
He proceeds to pull a lipstick—
the Ma—
end,
the
s.
in
"but
moccasin
white
Norton,
and
jeans
blue
its
red Jil Sander jacket from
my
donna
I
want
is
the
Madonna
from
in
me
seen
only
e
"They‘v
sunburst
a
snatches
hanger, then
six years ago. Now she‘s a work—
bright shiny suits."
yellow shirt and muted blue trou—
Billed as a "peep show—side ing mother of two, everything s
sers by Theory and a Dolce &
show," the weekly Gra— about cabala. I‘m not sensing fun
show—talk
Gabbana denim shirt.
ham Norton Effect will mimic his with a capital F."
An unabashed queer eye for
Norton‘s shows are definitely
irreverent, six—year—old U.K. show,
haute couture, Norton has been
Larry
not
for the prudish.
The
of
dge
a witty hodgepo
named GQ‘s "worst—dressed
"He‘s
really naughty," purrs
With
Night
Late
Show,
Sanders
years.
man" for two consecutive
David Letterman, Whose Line Is It Lauren Corrao, a programming
"Isn‘t it just wrong?" he says,
Anyway? and Dame Edna‘s Holly— executive at Comedy Central. "He
pointing to an ad with a long—
gets celebrities to do things you‘d
wood.
haired Adonis in a dizzyingly col—
at ; never think they‘d do (and) he
taped
be
will
it
gh
"Althou
orful sports coat.
Manhattan‘s Chelsea Studios, with plays with the audience in a way
"I really think it‘s the gay
an initial run of 13 weeks, Norton. that nobody else does."
thing," Norton snickers. "All of
Says Jon Magnuson, Norton‘s‘
says his new show "really will be
these supposedly heterosexual
e producer: "Essentially
longtim
show."
same
the
Esquire
and
GQ
fashion editors at
and
gue
what‘s funny about it on a basic
That means no monolo
say Orlando Bloom or David
a
level is it‘s silly. But we have to
Make
Let‘s
more
and
no desk,
Beckham is the best—dressed man.
e
work quite hard to make things
audienc
the
with
games
yle
Deal—st
"But what they‘re really say—
with
antics
c
seem easy."
comedi
unusual
and
ing is that they fancy them, be—
In this era of post—Janet Jackson
the guests.
cause all they‘re wearing is jeans
show,"
talk
sm, it may be even harder
a
just
puritani
doing
"I‘ m not
and a T—shirt. I don‘t think they
with some of Norton‘s
away
get
to
little
silly
my
doing
"I‘m
says.
he
hate me because I‘m gay. I think
stunts.
racier
show."
not
I‘m
they hate me because
"We ‘re still feeling the ripple of
This silly little show began as
beautiful."
nipple," says Norton of the
says
Britain,
in
hit"
cult
a
"quite
the
A comment like that might
m
current crusade for media
FCC‘s
Graha
er
produc
utive
co—exec
the
seem dispiriting, but such is
we decency. "Our timing isn‘t great
that
d
expecte
was
"It
Stuart.
of
host
the
of
charm
off—kilter
would have a young audience, and but funny‘s funny. In the end we‘re
Comedy Central‘s The Graham
going to make our show and they‘ ll
lot of gay people.
a
Norton Effect, which airs Thurs—
beep it and blur it and you still get
quickly
very
ngly,
surprisi
"But,
Cen—
Comedy
on
p.m.
days at 9
everybody came to the show in— ‘the joke. But for some weird rea—
tral.
son, you just can‘t be seeing it."
It‘s the same wry, saucy wit
Formally trained as an actor at
London‘s Central School of Speech
and Drama, the 39—year—old Irish
comic got his big break in 1997
when he was nominated for the
Perrier comedy award at the
Edinburgh Festival, which led to a
raft of TV offersin Britain.
al
min
Cri
uth
—So
Mid
By Janice Rhoshalle Littlejohn
For The Associated Press

that has bolstered the comic‘s
popular British chat show, So Gra—
ham Norton, where mischievous
humor, naughty Web sites and
erotic sex toys are as much a part
of the shtick as his deafeningly loud

Defense Firm, PLLC
www.midsouthcriminaldefense.com
1509 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 276—5100

amen atasmcm notas

A criminal charge can have a drastic effect on
your life, job and family. For free legal advice
concerning your case, call today.
Claiborne H. Ferguson
Senior Member _
Rhodes College, B.S.
MS College School of Law
Magna cum laude
Certified DUI Technician

o An arrow

Nat‘l Assoc. Crim. Def. Lawyers —
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Graham Norton will star in The Graham Norton Effect on Comedy Central,
3
Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
But to have a show in America
has long been his goal.
"Now I sound so ambitious,"
he says, laughing "It really was
just kind of a pipe dream. I‘ve
done very little proactively to

make this happen."
In the end, he says fame is his
ultimate ambition.
"The best bit of the play is at
the end with everyone clapping
and going, ‘Woo—hoo, we like

you! Well done!"" he says. "That‘s
what you work towards."
To eventually be deemed "best—
dressed" would be nice, too.
Back at Bergdorf‘s, Norton
spots a pair of white Keanan Duffy
cotton jeans with silver piping,
pearls and rhinestones on the pock—
ets.
"Oooh, I like that," he coos:
"It‘s my attraction to shmy things.
It catches my shiny eye."

Shepard Killer Loses Bid
for Sentence Reduction

argued that
trial. Helawyers
duringpointed
tancecourt—ap
hisineffect
ive because they didwere
not
appeals.
potential
discuss
Aaronin
and
Hender
ed Shepard
ey son
kidnapp
McKinn
him to a
and tied wherehe
1998 Laramig,
Octoberoutside
fence
hipped, robbed
and
pistol—w
was
old
ed.
Uni—
21—year—
The
abandon
versityofWyoming freshman died
five
days later. received
©
McKinney
two being
con—
Spiritual Resources in . secutive
life
sentences
after
foundHenderson
guilty of pleaded
murder. guilty: to
the Memphis Area
murder anddeathkidnapping
toHisavoidcur—a
Calvary Episcopal Church — 525—6602
possible
sentence.
rent
lawyer,
Tim Newcomb,
de—
First Congregational Church — 278—6786
clined
commenton
the
decision.
First Presbyterian Church — 525—5619
First United Methodist Church — 527—8362
aBOUT
Holy Trinity Community Church — 320—9376
Idlewild Presbyterian Church — 726—4681
BOOKS
Living Word Christian Church —452—6272
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church — 266—2626
St. John‘s United Methodist Church — 726—4104
St. Patrick Catholic Church — 527—2542
St. Therese Catholic Church — 276—1312
Unitarian Church of the River — 526—8631
Unity Church (Kirby Rd.) — 754—4241
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) —
One of two men convicted of mur—
dering gay college student Mat—
thew Shepard lost a bid June 25 to
have his life sentence reduced.
District Judge Jeffrey A.
Donnell
rejected
Russell
Henderson‘s contention that he
was denied effective legal assis—

TE

Key Military Specialists Discharged Under ‘Don‘t Ask, Don‘t Tell
By BethPress
FouhyWriter
A
ssociated
s BrianSANMuller,
FRANCISCO
(AP) —
anArmy
bombsquad
team
leaderforwhoPresident
served Bush,
on a secu—
rity
detail
said
hedecidingtotell
was dismissed
from
duty
after
gay."I didn‘tdo hiscommanderhe‘s
itto getout.ofawar
—Muller,
I already
served
ininterview.
a war,"
25,
said
in
an
"After
putting
my life Ionwasfight—
the line
iningtheforwar,
the
ideathat
the freedoms
of somyself
many
other
people
that
I
couldn‘t
enjoyThewasexodus
almostofunbearable."
soldiers
like
Mullercontinues
even
as
concerns
grow abouttomilitary
troop
strength,
according
a
new
study.
Some
770
people
were
discharged
for
Together
homosexuality
last
year
under
the
military‘s
"don‘tS ask, don‘t tell" Friends For Life recently en—
hand at the Wellness University
policy.
tered
into
an
on—going
collabora—
once
a month to offer career coun—
The
figure,
however,
is
signifi—
tive
effort
with:
Southwest
seling
and development services to
cantly lower than the record 1,227 Tennessee Community College‘s
Wellness
University clients.
Education
Opportunity
Center
to
assist
(SSG
Friends"students"
For Life‘s registered in
discharges in 2001 — just before
readiness," said Aaron Belkin, au—
the invasions of Afghanistan and
thor of thestudy. "For the first
Iraq. Since "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
time, we can see how it has im—
was adopted in 1994, nearly 10,000
pacted every corner of the military —
military personnel have been dis—
and goes to the heart of the mili—
charged — including linguists,
tary readiness argument."
"Don‘t ask, don‘t tell" allows
nuclear warfare experts and other.
key specialists.
z
gays to serve in the military as
The statistics, obtained from the
long as they keep their sexual ori—
Defense Manpower Data Center entation private and do not engage
and analyzed by the Center for the
in homosexual acts.
Study of Sexual Minorities in the
The study, which analyzed dis—
Military at the University of Cali—
charges between 1998 and 2003,
fornia at Santa Barbara, offers a found the majority of those let go
detailed profile of those dis—
under "don‘t ask, don‘t tell" were
charged, including job specialty, ‘active duty enlisted personnel in
rank and years spent in the service. — the early stages of their careers.
"The justification for the policy
Of the nearly 6,300 people dis—
is that allowing gays and lesbians
charged during that six—year pe—
to serve would undermine military
riod, only 75 were officers.

Seventy—one percent of those dis—
Elaine Donnelly of the Center
charged were men.
for Military Readiness, a conserva—
The study found that the Army, tive advocacy group that opposes
the largest of the services, was re— gays serving in the military, said the
sponsible for about 41 percent of _ loss of gays and lesbians serving in
all discharges. About 27 percent of — specialized areas is irrelevant be—
the discharges came from the Navy, cause they never should have been
22 percent from the Air Force, and in those jobs in the first place.
9 percent from the Marines.
"We need to defend the law, and
Hundreds of those discharged the law says that homosexuality is
held high—level job specialties that — incompatible with military ser—
required years of training and ex— vice," Donnelly said. "There is no
pertise, including 90 nuclear shortage of people in the military,
power engineers, 150 rocket and and we do not need people who
missile specialists and 49 nuclear,
identify themselves as homo—
chemical, and biological warfare sexual."
specialists.
There are currently about 1.5
Eighty—eight linguists were dis—
million people serving in active
charged, including at least seven duty in the military, and another 1
Arab language specialists.
million in the Reserves.

Friends For Life, SWTCC to Work

HYPNOTHERAPY
** Weight
Stop Smoking
* Loss / Eating Disorders
Memory and Study Skills

* Stress and Anxrety
* Sexual Dysfunction
* PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder)
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
* Individual Therapy
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
* Marriage & Family Therapy
Office Hours by Appointment

Insurance Accepted
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT
815 Mt. Moriah Road
685—5491
caish@aol.com

Wellness Uni—
versity.
According to Anita Bradford,
Wellness University director, she
and SWTCC administrative per—
sonnel met recently. Through that
meeting, an immediate need for
Wellness University students was
identified — GED classes.
"What we found was that there
was an immediate need for
(Wellness University) clients to get
their GEDs as many of them never
finished high school," Bradford
said.
Because of this need, Friends
For Life‘s Wellness University be—
gins offering GED classes to its cli—
ents in July.
£
. The classes will be led by a cer—
tified GED instructor and will take
20 weeks to complete, Bradford
said. The classes will be held ev—
ery Thursday from 3 to 4:30 p.m.
at the Wellness University, located
on the second floor of the Friends
For Life building at 28 North
Claybrook.

Class size is limited and, in most
cases, transportation is free.
In keeping with the on—going
collaborative effort, career coun—
selors from SWTCC will be on

BULGING?1 ?
"4
_ Hips Out of Control?? _
When "NOTHING® else works
wear the FAT LOSS Patch
60 day guarantee — _
all natural ingredients
Call Rodney
STOMACH

901-210-9950

DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED
Own your own home—based business, workfull—time or part—time.
Incredible groundfloor opportunity with the new
_ JenFe FAT LOSS PATCH.
Amazing success stories — Great Income — Small Start—up Costs
Barbara (901) 385—7182 _ _
_
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Wiliameuc arosesone

In order to take advantage of the
GED classes, a person must be
HIV—positive. Pre—registration is
required and can be obtained by
calling Bradford at (901) 726—6522.

—

HAIR CARE & BODY WAXING
B
h

Cu

B

%

NYVHSYSIS — XSNY + THHODLIW1NVd + NIXOIN + 39004 «MIW)

—

19 N. COOPER —

G Now we wax,dahlmg!

Danetobeilierenﬂ
9°7 — SAT 0—23

Pot
« Family Law
*Wills/ Power ofAttorney
Oeicas

Our Famimrmes
Arp ReratronsHres
For Over 18 Years
a
266South

As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"
First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open andAffirming Church
celebrating the image ofGod in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30 Classes at 9:30 am.
278—6786
www firstcongo.com
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MEMPHIS, TN 38103

(201) §27—1316 ___.

AndResort _
For Menin the Ozarks. Ava, NIB

_ f

unav hookups, tent sites, cabins,lodge

tublemma. theme weekends, seasonal RV sites cafe,
store. Clothing Optional.
._
— .
Newfor 2004, 25X 50‘ pool |.
0.

Gall us at417/683—9199 and come check us out at —

d
www cactuscanyoncampgrouncom
digs L

ete <0,tm

Perovevreme

IDF

PARADE

Professional
Pest Management
residential commercial — industria!

3915 South Rossiland Circle
Memphis, Tennessee 38122

3 z 7 M 8400 f

TN Charter 1271

SUSAN K. MAH, LCSW
GAY—FRIENDLY COUNSELOR
SPECIALIZING IN DEPRESSION, ANXIETY,
SEXUAL ADBUSE RECOVERY AND
RELATIONSHIP ISSUES.
—— CONFIDENTIALITY ASSURED.
INSURANCE AND SLIDING SCALE
~ACCEPTED.
901—752—1 110
See these pages in COLOR_on....
memphistrianglejournal.com

Memphis‘ Fun
Card & Cift Shop

ZINZ & OILIMZ
553 S. Cooper
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 728—6535

hat¢
CARDS, GIFTS &
.
+
NOVELTY ITEMS
_
&
FOR EVERY OCCASION —

#

Your Locally Gay Owned:
Pride Merchandise
/
Headquarters
&
Mon.—Sat. 10 a.m.—6 p.m. e Sun.1—6 p.m. *
Ap
w,
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Roadshow MINH

405 N Germantown Parkway
Cordova, TN 38018—6207

John Lloyd
Motoring Advisor

L BT T FEC R S8
.»~~ The Triangle Journal News welcomes lettersfrom its readers. Letters should be be as
wa. short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone number for verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editingfor spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, every eﬁort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.

Cooper‘s Crusader

Phone
(901) 365—2584 x6835
: Fax
(901) 365—2531
~

email

jlloyd@madshmnnlnicom

ents
Achievem

in Motoring

Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
or Jaxed to (901) 454—1411.

§@? ?

What‘s Become of
Memphis Pride
Thank God for Mid—South
Pride. Memphis does not realize
how close it came to not having a
— MASSAGE —
Pride celebration at all in the gen—
eral community. A dedicated
group of individuals were commit—
X
ted that there should be major Pride
events in this important election
year. The parade, produced after
six weeks of hard work and a lot
" of support from the GLBT/SGL
community, stretched down Coo—
per St. from Young to Central.
It is a shame when we should
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
also be celebrating the 10th anni—
SWEDISH/DEEP TISSUE « HOT STONE THERAPY
versary of Memphis Pride, Inc.,
that it has been swept under the rug
with—a few terse excuses and no
IN/OUT CALLS
161—7977
respect at all for what it repre—
‘GIFT CERTIFICATES sented. What happened?
BY APPOINTMENT
Mad About Maynard

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
for yourself or for a friend.
12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,
so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

ZIP

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485 &
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First, let me say that I am a cer—
tified registered Democratic voter.
However, over my lifetime I have
— locally, statewide and nationally
— voted for candidates from the
Green Party, LibertarianParty and
to yes...the Republican Party. I do
not believe that one party enjoys
absolute righteousness over an—
other on issues or doctrine. Bipar—
tisanship in this country is ruining
this country on all levels...be it re—
ligious rights, women‘s rights, civil
rights, state‘s rights, taxes, gay
rights or human rights.
As a fellow Democrat, I am
ashamed of Jim Maynard‘s
"poodle—on—acid mentality" to—
wards those from other parties
seeking common ground.
I am amused with laughter at.
Mr.. Maynard‘s fantasy ranting of
being stalked by "Log Cabin Re—
publicans"after coming from a bar
and then being surrounded and ridi—
culed for his beliefs. Would this
really happen...and in "this town."
I can just see it: six—foot—tall
bearded gay men dressed as Lin—
coln in Ninja outfits surrounding
little ole Jim and berating him for
his zealous beliefs..
And another <thing, Mr.
Maynard. As a veteran, I can tell
~ you personally that Clinton was not
forced into succumbing to "don‘t
ask, don‘t tell" by Republicans, but
rather by his own constituents.
Gays discharged from military ser—
vice are usually discharged for
"outing themselves." While I feel
the whole policy is wrong, both Re—
publicans and Democrats are to
blame. Most commanders are un—
der the belief that they don‘t care

Neither an annual meeting nor
any other publicized meeting was
held before another group began
forming (because no events for
2004 had been announced). Only
then was a hasty meeting held to
disband a tried and tested organi—
zation. Numerous people who ex—
pressed a desire to know what was
going on or offer to help were com—
pletely ignored. There were issues,
there were reasons, there are ex—
cuses, but nothing explains norjus—
tifies this long delay. Chair Kay
Mills resigned last fall for personal
reasons; the responsibility rests
with her successor, Patricia Pair.
In the June issues of two publi—
cations, the dissolution was an—
nounced and the assets of Memphis
Pride were promised to the Mem—
phis Gay and Lesbian Community
Center. When no action was forth—

coming from Pair, and Pride was a
week away, board members Katie
Hiestand, Barbara Jean Jasen and
Tim Johnson stepped in and as—
sisted in the transfer of Memphis
Pride‘s physical property in time
for it to be used in this year‘s cel—
ebrations. They came through be—
cause they remain committed to the
concept of Pride in the general
community.
So, due to the diligent efforts of
Mid—South Pride, the MGLCC,
NeshobaUnitarian Church and
numerous individuals, Pride was
celebrated in Memphis in a big
way. It was a miraculous success
and its future is once again certain.
Vincent Astor,
Founding Chair
Memphis Pride, Inc.

what people do in their bedroom and balanced chance of responding
as long as they are good soldiers. immediately. You have shown
However, there are exceptions to again "yellow jounalism tactics"
every incident.
with Mr. Maynard‘s quick editorial
When I go into a voting booth, response in your paper . So, Allen,
I vote for what is best for my coun— you either:
try — a safe homeland, my neph—
A) Like a good bitch fight.
ews and nieces, my elderly parents
B) Only allow those with simi—
on Social Security, affordable lar views to yours to have a quicker
health care for all and, most of all, editorial reply.
whether I have money in my wal—
C) Are unfair and unbalanced.
I hope we all as gay people ev—
let at the end of the day. On the
other hand, I vote for less govern— erywhere learn to pick and choose
ment (which used to be a Republi— our battles more carefully. As we
can value).
celebrate Gay Pride 2004, we com—
While not endorsing any memorate a day that in all actual—
paticular religion, I believe religion ity was only a day that a bunch of
has been excluded too much in the drunken gays and transvestites
fabric of society.
were in a speak—easy illegally —
My rights as a gay man are not drinking, drugging and crying over,
on the front burner of my being a of all people, the death of a pill—
Democrat. Yet I stand proudly as a popping—has—been—whore/singer
gay man and will defend anyone named Judy Garland and were later
that is. The legal equalities sought "legally arrested" by police.
by gay people will be defined by
The world will not end, and the
the courts as have most all civil more things change, the more they
right issues of the 20th and 21st stay the same. But if we cannot, as
century. There is too much wishy— human beings, speak kindly to our
washiness by both parties to claim brothers (be they black, white, man,
they are pro—gay rights.
woman, gay, straight, Democrat or
For Mr. Maynard to rant with Republican), we will never get off
anger at others of disimilar beliefs first base.
makes me leary of him. He seeks
>
Mark Lee Benton —
tolerance, yet denies it to others.
The Triangle Journal Newspolicy
I amalso amused with Allen generally is to allow a response in
Cook, the owner/editor of Triangle — the same issue to a letter to the edi—
Journal News. It amazes me, Mr. tor which attacks a person or orga— _.
Cook, that on a previous occasion nization individually when time
when I wrote a letter to the editor allows. I gather you feel that is be— _
after print date, you immediately ing unfair and unbalanced. Person
sent me an e—mail saying you ally, I don‘t think it is. Even when
would print my letter. Then, appar— we don‘t offer space inthe same is—
ently, you e—mailed my public re— sue, we print responses in a subse—
sponse to John Heiser immediately quent issue as we receive them.
for a response in "your paper."
By the way, I do love a—good
You did not give me this same fair bitch fight....can‘t you tell? — Ed.
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San

Francisco‘s

By LisaPressLeffWriter
Associated
SAN anyFRANCISCO
(AP)Acad—,
——
Notjust
couple
gets
an
emy
Award—winning
directorThento
shoot
their
wedding
video:
again,
the Feb.ladies12 ofthe
ceremony
unit—
ing
thefirst
gay
rights
movement,
Phyllis any
Lyonwedding.
and Del
Martin,
wasn‘tjust
Lyon,
79, and Martin,politicsfor
83, part—
ners
in
loveandlesbian
more thanhalfacentury,
agreed to
be the first pair to tie the knot with
San Francisco‘s blessing after
Mayor Gavin Newsom decided to
grant marriage licenses to same—sex

Gay Wedding March Inspires Documentarians

couples. Fear that a court miight in—
tervene before the "I Do‘s" were
said demanded a rushed, hush—hush
affair.
But amid the last—minute prepa—
rations, the mayor‘s policy direc
or, Joyce Newstat, had the
presence of mind to invite her
friend, documentary filmmaker
Debra Chasnoff, to be among the
handful of City Hall insiders to
witness the historic, closed—door
nuptials. The result is One Wed—
ding and a Revolution, Chasnoff‘s
behind—the—scenes look at the
events leading up to the city‘s
short—lived experiment in marriage
equality.

"There was no pre—production
on this project. No lighting crew,
no sound crew," said Chasnoff,
who won an Oscar in 1991 for a
documentary on General Electric‘s
ties to nuclear power. "To me, it
was this snapshot of what a tremen—
dous revolution we have been go—
ing through. I think it will always
be a marker in history."
As it turned out, other filmmak—
ers, some amateurs and some pro—
fessionals, had the same thought.
Chasnoff‘ s spare, 20—minute record
of the Martin—Lyon wedding is one
of nine films inspired by the
monthlong march to matrimony at
City Hall making their debut this

weekend at the 28th San Francisco

"That is one of the great things

International Lesbian and Gay Film

«about the number of films — they

Festival. Another five films in the

all take a different perspective,"

festival deal more broadly with gay

said Michael Lumpkin, co—direc—

marriage themes.
The entries range from The

tor of the festival. "Everyone is

Right to Marry, Our Right to Love,

taking their own take, and it‘s not
just seeing two hours of the same

a poignant portrait of the hundreds

home movie over and over."

of couples who camped in the rain

For his first film, The Wait, Zak

outside City Hall awaiting the

Szymanski, 32, an assistant editor

chance to marry, to The Wedding,

at a gay newspaper in San Fran—

a comedic look at a young lesbian

cisco, focused on the camaraderie

couple‘s effort to get married on the

that developed among the people

day Rosie O‘Donnell swept into

who lined up outside City Hall,

town to exchange vows with her

and the roller—coaster of emotions

girlfriend, Kelli Carpenter.

they rode waiting to see who

Other include Munito theMar—
legal

recognition for interracial relation—

other filmmakers in it, so I know a

ships and the ongoing struggle to

bunch of people were filming,"

get same—marriages sanctioned,

said Szymanski.

riage, which draws parallels be— .
tween

work
Gay—Themed Cable TV Net

Scheduled to Debut Next Year
on television. We have
The media company behind audience
plans and hopes for LOGO
MTV is coming out next year big
I‘m thrilled to finally an—
with a new cable television net— and
nounce
its arrival," Freston said.
work targeted at homosexual Initially,
will offer a
viewers, specifically "lesbian, mix of originalLOGO
acquired pro—
gay, bisexual and transgender gramming and and
is already reach—
(LGBT)."
ing
out
to
producers
writers
LOGO will be launched by develop original and
series and
MTV Networks, a division of — tospecials
Original content will
Viacom, Inc. in markets nation— also be .developed
in collabora—
wide, including Los Angeles, tion with other Viacom
networks,
New York, Boston, Philadelphia, including Showtime, CBS
Atlanta and San Francisco, on VH1, MTV, Comedy CentralNews,
and
Feb."Creating
17, 2005.a network specifi— TV Land.
j
is all about identity:
cally for the LGBT community is the"LOGO
individual andcollective
something we‘ve wantedto do for ‘identities
present in the gay and
a long, long time, and it‘s an idea lesbian community
are amaz— _
we feel is overdue," said Tom ingly diverse, but that
joined by
Freston, chairman and CEO of similarpoints of vieware and
sensi— :
MTV Networks, in a statement. bilities," said Judy McGrath,
"Despite our nation‘s progress
of the MTV Networks
on civil rights and the growing president
and Comedy Group.
visibility of gay people in busi— Music
"MTV Networks has a
ness, society and even in televi— great
of connecting
sion programming — what has deeply history
with its audiences and it‘s
been missing is a full—time home our
great hope that gay and les—
for this important and influential

would make it in the door before a
court intervened.
"Every clip I have has about 10

efforts

to

gain

and Freedom to Marry, which in—

Although he started the project

tersperses the stories of seven

more out of a sense of professional

couples with the views of veteran

responsibility than sentimentality,

bian audiences will connect with

activists and comedian Margaret

Szymanski said the unadulterated

LOGO like viewers connect with

Cho during a marriage rally at the

joy he saw through his lens con— :

our otherstrong brand," McGrath

state Capitol.
Organizers of the festival,

vinced him that marriage, a bas—

added.
Deals are already in place to

tion of tradition, had its merits.

whose $10,000 first prize for best

"I couldn‘t deny the magic of

acquire over 100 movie titles

documentary is the most generous

that and what the presence of all

from movie studios like Sony,

on the gay and lesbian film circuit,

those people in the street did to the

MGM, Paramount, Warner Bros.,

extended their February deadline

whole city, the whole country, re—

New Line, Showtime, Lions

for entries specifically to accom—

ally," he said. "The magic of the

Gate, Sundance, Strand Releas—

modate the onslaught of topical

entire first week was pretty impos—

ing and Sneak Preview Entertain—

subject matter.

sible to screw up."

ment. LOGO will also offer a
subscriber video on—demand ser—

[1x
ﬁié W/Q/Mﬁée’l Wad/ﬂ,
Fine Glass Ornaments

vice.
j
LOGO will offer advertising
and sponsorship opportunities

beyondthe traditional 30 second

commercial spot.
Key advertisers will be al— §
Gifts That |

lowed to integrate their market—
ll’lg

messages

into

LOGO‘s

8mm Swtct
s
&

GIivE

programming in unique ways, in—

cluding product placement, edi—

Twice!

torial segments within programs
involving their brand, online in—

tegration, development of contest
and sweepstakes as well as off—

channel marketing opportunities.

Loews

After

Movie Theater

Pulling

PARAMUS, N.J. (AP) — A

Reverses Course

Gay—Rights Advertising

Friends of Lesbians and Gays.

movie theater reversed course

"This morning, when they

July 22 just hours after it said it

pulled the ad, I felt like I‘d been

would no longer run advertise—

hit in the stomach with a fist,"

ments for a group of parents sup—

Ellen Schwartz, the gay rights

porting gay rights because of

group‘s former president, told

complaints.
The Loews Cineplex told the

"But they just called and told me

group Tuesday afternoon it had

they were reversing themselves,

changed its mind on the ads,

and now I feel wonderful!"

which feature a rainbow back—

The Record of Bergen County.

The public relations firm for

ground, overlaid with "Someone.

Loews said corporate officials

you know and love is lesbian or

had no comment on the matter.

gay."

And Screenvision Direct, the

While the company remained

company that handles advertising

quiet on its rationale, the decision

for Loews, confirmed the change

drew praise from the Bergen

of heart but did not explain it.

County chapter of Parents and

The advertisements feature the

support group‘s logo and its hot
line phone number. The 20—sec—
ond ad began running June 11,
and is to continue for 56 weeks
at a cost of $7,932.
Under the contract, it is to
cycle through three times before

|

These omaments from Christopher Radkowill add sparkle to both your home
and to the lives of many lessfortunate than you. Fit Nick raises funds and awareness
for Heart Disease Charities and Snow Sweet serves the cause of Diabetes —Related
«Charities. The care and love that went into the production of these ornamentsis
thus spread to many who are in need of support.
Come see us for more information, and our entire

assortment of omaments
from Christopher Radko‘s fabulous 2004 collection. These are more than
decorations — they are works of heard! * wwrw.CHrisTrOrHERRADKO.COM

each screening in each of the

Open House

_

theater‘s 10 auditoriums. The

Sat., July 31st

ad‘s copy is identical to one the
group displayed on billboards
four years ago.
Loews Cineplex Entertain—

Cordova

ment is one of the world‘s larg—
est theater exhibition companies,
with 2,835 screens in the United
States, Canada, and Mexico. The
company is privately owned.

Christmas Chop

—

755.5554
Hours:
Tuesday—Saturday
9:30 a.m.—5:30 p.m.
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Submitted by MGLCC
The MGLCC location on South
Cooper usually looks pretty
quiet. However, on special occa—
sions, the little bungalow between
the drum shop and the beauty par—
lor becomes an explo—
sion of primary colors
and community spirit.
Meetings, gatherings
and even just good
conversation take
place nightly. Laven—
der University‘s first
session has been well
attended, the yard
sales were successful
and the library is open. Pride and
Coming Out Day events have in—
creased our visibility in the neigh—
borhood. The summer session of
Lavender University will be an—
nounced soon (see http:/mglec.org/
lu).
R
The most important event of the
coming summer months is the an—
nual meeting of the Memphis Gay

~ and Lesbian Community Center on —
Sun., July 11, at 6 p.m.
Len Piechowski will present a
"State of the Center" address and
Marty Katz, assistant treasurer, will
present a financial report.
Vacant board positions will then
be filled by member
vote. Open offices for the
coming year are president,
secretary and an individual
to fill the remaining one—
year term of the treasurer.
Current treas— urer Hunter
Johnston is vacating the po—
sition a year early.
Also up for elections are
all of the member—at—large
positions which carry a one—year
term. Nominating committee chair
Marty Katz is developing a diverse
group by race and gender to present
as aslate of nominees for the open
positions on the board of directors. ;
This slate of nominees will soon be
available online and at the commu—
nity center for review by members
prior to the elections. Nominations

Take Pictures?

(W@

Share them with TUN !
Call 454—1411

__

__

for details

will also be accepted from the
floor.

MGLCC Announces Push

Congrats
_ Congratulations to former trea—
surer and president Hunter
Johnston for being selected as a
grand marshal for this year‘s Pride
Parade along with Bette Hefner.
His long history of service to
MGLCC and to the GLBT commu—
nity makes him particularly deserv—
ing of this honor.
Calendar

Six evenings each week the
Center is open with varied pro—
gramming. Regular events in—
clude:
* Thursday evening, TV Night
with your favorite episodes of
GLBT
programming
* Friday evening, Café Q with
live entertainment
* Sunday at 3 p.m., Sunday Af—
ternoon at The Gaiety — Films of
interest to GLBT community
* 1st Wednesday of each month
at 7 p.m., Let‘s All Meet and Chill
— African—American and white
members of the Memphis GLBT
community will gather at the com—
munity center for a program. (Be—
gun four months ago, the program
works to bridge the divide between
the two communities. Discussions
include breaking down stereotypes
|_ and expanding areas of common
interest.)
Visit mglec.org for the complete
calendar of events.

for 500 Club Membership
MGLCC
President
Len
Piechowski announced at a June
— meeting of the MGLCC Board of
Directors that the 500 Club, a cor—
nerstone of MGLCC‘s building
fund, has been improved.
"With the recent purchase of
new accounting software, our
charges for the 500 club are now
streamlined and more efficient.
Now is the time to capitalize on our
new software and begin to build our
500 Club," Piechowski said.
The MGLCC board of directors
has accepted Piechowski‘s chal—
lenge to raise monthly contribu—
tions to the 500 Club from its
current level of $350 a month to
$1,000 a month in the next 90 days.
While $1,000 a month will not
cover MGLCC‘s total expenses for
a month, it will decrease the need

to draw on reserves.
MGLCC‘s 500 Club is a built
on a premise used by a long—term
enemy of GLBT community, Pat
Robertson and his 700 Club.
_
In 1963, Robertson held a tele—
thon to recruit 700 new members
to pledge $10 a month. Continued
Piechowski, "If Pat Robertson
could get 700 people to pledge $10
a month in 1963, we can get 500
people in Memphis to pledge $10
a month to MGLCC‘s building
fund today! Of course, we will ac—
cept donations larger and smaller,"
said Marty Katz, MGLCC assistant
treaasurer.
For information on how you can
join the 500 Club,: e—mail
500@mglec.org or call the commu—
nity center at 278—6422.

MEMPHIS STONEWALL DEMOCRATS
Fight the Right! Join OUR Party!
Monthly Meetings on
*

~*

Fourth Sundays, 6 p.m.

ehost

MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper

www.geocities.com/mphsstoneviralIdem
Or call 327—2677 for more info.
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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Would Like to Thank the Following Folks:
« All Those Who Attended the

AUCTION AGAINSTAIDS
'
« All Those Who Bid & Purchased Items
During the Auctions
« All Those Who Volunteered Their Time & Talents
To Make The Auction a Success!

17th ANNUAL

+ THE AUCTION SPONSORS
The Dabney Nursery « The White Gardenia
Mid—South Mortuary Services » RP Tracks
Bradford W. Collier Interior Design + Agouron Pharmaceutical
Statscript Pharmacy « Carlson Wagonlit—Garner Travel
* THE AUCTION COMMITTEE
Kym Clark (Chair) « Paul Kelly (Co—Chair) « Leslie Boone » Tena Crump
Debbie Depew « Donna Driscoll « Nancy Fletcher « Sandy Hall.
Jinna Longsworth » Richard MontalVo + Diane Ragsdale + Anne Sommer
Dan Vaccarto « Butch Valentine « Dennie Wade
with special thanks to Jim Swift & Larry Timmerman
ys are waiting.
—800—PRO—MALE |
$1.50/uin 18+» {iscrootiy piled to Visa/Master Card
11900—825—4500
$1/min
< pri$
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« THE AUCTIONEERS
Kym Clark & Tom Prestigiacomo
* THE ENTERTAINERS
Jackie Johnson & The Volley Girlz (special guests)
« The FRIENDS FOR LIFE Board of Directors

motr|munmmﬁntemellll
llllillllTiWW|
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Community Center Corner
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by Shannon Yarbrough

Maybe I should meet with some . marching up to the front door of
more tenured Sedaris fans who heteroAmericans, knocking on the
have read his other stuff. Maybe door, and demanding that they
they will tell me that he isn‘t usu— give us David back. We deserve
ally like this, he‘s having a bad hair him more than theydo! He‘s ours!
day, his last book was better, that I
So, I promise that I will try (and
should give him another chance.
Instead, I‘ ve become angry that no try my very best) to finish this
gay magazines provided a blurb on book even though I don‘t really
the back of the book. Instead, there want to. And maybe eventually I
are quotes from The New Yorker, will invest some time in his other
Boston Book Review, and even the work too. Will that make you
Denver Rocky Mountain News. happy? So for now, anyone out
Hey David, what have you done for there reading this please e—mail me
and give me your thoughts (both
us lately?
And it‘s not even that I expect good and bad, if any) on Sedaris
something from him for the gay and his latest work.
I have a feeling this is gomg to
community of America. He doesn‘t
even live in this country! I‘m just be a long summer.
Shannon L. Yarbrough lived in
puzzled as to why we embrace a
man who ,yes, is gay but relates Memphis jor six years. He now
more to the straight Americans and lives in St. Louis, MO, and is the
they relate to him. And that‘s what author ofthe book, The Other Side
he writes about. I‘m 100 pages into of What. Questions or comments
— his book and he‘s mentioned lik— about this book or others you have
ing boys only in one story. I‘m not read? Contact Shannon at
asking for him to write a whole MisterYarbs@msn.com.
damn gay book, but I feel like

Dress Your Family in Corduroy and Denim
IJune.
am writing
this Pride
in the ismiddle
ofweekend.
St.I‘mLouis
next
almostthree
months
intoanewjob
andattempting
(and
failing)
to
write
another
novel...
Okay,
I admittoit.write
I‘m trying
tohere,
find
plastered
otherthings
about
all over every magazine you can
when
you
are
expecting
another
imagine since this book came
one
of
my
"blah,
blah,
blah"
book
out a few weeks ago. And every
reviews.
Saveright?Thetruth
the chit—chat forthe
.
review just has to acknowledge
gossippage,
isthat
his homosexuality in some way,
Iabout
havethenothing
really
good
to
say
even
though he only alludes to
book
I
wanted
to
review
it
now
and then in his writing.
for
July.whatI‘mhappened
sorry. Andthelasttime
let‘s not
But it‘s so cool to be gay these
forget
days anyway, or at least know
Igetting
published
a
bad
review.
I‘mstill
someone who is. That‘s it!
emails
aboutgoingthattoone.hurt.ButIt
David Sedaris is the gay friend _
this
one
is
really
that all of America wants to
hurts
me
just
to
write
it,
but
I
feel
have. But they don‘t make fun
likeFirst,
I‘ve been
let
down.
of him because he‘s gay... it‘s
let meneveradmitreadsomething.
because he makes fun of him— —
I‘ve
a
David
self. So? Why am I not laughSedarisbook
until
now.
Shoot
me!
ing?
Slap
my
wrist
and
call
me
a
bad
His dry wit did make me
boy!
I know, I know...Iamexpect—
laugh out loud briefly. But I _
ing
punishment
from
my
fellow
quickly got tired of waiting for —
homosandprobably
deserveit.
But
the punch line, the "Aha!" that _
I‘m
not
even
halfway
through
his
would convince me thatI *=
latest book, Dress Yourandactually
Family in
wanted David to be my best— |
CorduroyandDenim,
friend too. Like I said before, I
could
probably
shelve
itand
never
felt let down. It‘s kind of like sex
the secondpsychedaboutjoin—
half.
with a hot guy that youjust can‘t
___finishI wastotally
word he had written before this. Leven
tuned in to NPR just hoping to hear
his voice. Damn it, I wanted to be his
next biggest fan and jump on a bus

popular literary queers in Ameri—
can society right now. But hon—
estly, I think the gay community
embraces him so much because
of his "cross over." Let me ex—
plain...
His face has been

MempHuis

LOG CABIN
REPUBLICANS
"Working
tobring the message ofInclusion to the PartyofLincoln"
Monthly
ThirdOur
Sundays
ofeachBusiness
month wMcetings
2:00Center
p.m.
Memphis
Gay & Lesbiau
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Our Monthly
Social vofeuch
"MLCR
Dinner
First Wednesdays
month
¥restaurant.
7:00Out"‘
p.m |
Check Our Communication
Group forthis month‘s
Join Ourhttp://groups.yahoo.com/group/Memphis!
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« Pssst..

ingthﬁinti‘liions of his fans and ex—
pected
to_spend all summer
catching up byireading every single

that follows him around Americato
college campuses and concert halls
just to hear him do his thing.
I feel like I‘ ve been cheated!
I‘ll probably be hunted down and
burned at the stake for saying this, but wait to have, but when you are
I just don‘t see what all the hype is finally having it you can‘t wait _
about Sedaris. He‘s one of the most for it to be over.

Friends For Life Plans Wellness Retreat
Friends For Life has announced
its 3rd Annual Wellness Univer—
sity/Positive Living Center Retreat,
scheduled for Friday and Saturday,
July 16 and 17.
Themed "Celebrating Wellness,
Wholeness and Happiness in
2004," the retreat will be held at
the First Congregational Church
Retreat Center, located at 1000
South Cooper in Midtown Mem—
phis.
According to Anita Bradford,
director of Friends For Life‘s
Wellness University, the annual
retreat isn‘t just about HIV/AIDS.
"For a variety of reasons, there
are some people who don‘t, or can‘t
come to regularly scheduled ‘ser—
vices," Bradford explained. "Be—
cause of that, the annual retreat
gives people a chance, once a year,
to get away from their daily lives,
spend the night and get much—
needed information for themselves. :
"The retreat is a chance for
people to come together and not
just focus on HIV, but on their
whole mind, body and soul," she
continued. "It really rejuvenatesthe
whole body. And, it‘s not just for

people who are HIV/AIDS positive,
but for their friends, family and
caregivers who are 18 years old or
older, too."
The retreat will get underway at 3
p.m. Fri., July 16, and last until 6 p.m.
Sat., July 17.
f
Admission and transportation are |

both free.
Headlining the main workshop on
Saturday will be out—of—town guest
speaker Michelle Lopez, coordinator
for the Access to Healthcare Program
at the New York Community
Healthcare Network. Lopez is a same—
gender—loving African—American
woman living with HIV. Her work—
shop is scheduled from 2 to 4 p.m.
July 17.
Other activities planned for the re—
treat include:
%
* A Trance Dance, which accord—

ing to Bradford is an African
ritual used for meditation or "a
dance with a purpose."
* African drumming, led by
John Sullivan
* Alternative therapies.
* Massage therapy.
* Workshops.
* Martial arts.
* Food and lots of fun.
Although not required, pre—
registration is recommended. To
register for the retreat, as well
as schedule transportation, call .—
Paul Burch at (901) 726—6022 or
Bradford at (901) 726—0680.
«Friends For Life Corporation
~ is the largest HIV/AIDS service
organization in the Mid—South.
\ A registered nonprofit organiza—
tion, Friends For Life‘s mission
is to help people affected by
HIV/AIDS live well. For more
information on Friends For Life,
including free HIV testing and
volunteer opportunities, call the
main office at (901) 272—0855 or
visit.
its
website
at
www. FriendsForLifeCorp.org.

I Sheridan "Lambe, LCSw
Specializing in
¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseliing
¥ Depression/Anxiety

Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
90176 1—9178
#

l
: PLEASURE TREASURE:
" 5128 Navy Road, Suite 201 !
Millington, TN38053 _ i
a
(9011872—0099
1 Bring this ad in for 10% off. 1
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Adult Novelty Store

FFL

Free

Personal and classified ads are a free service to our readers
be
— Please limit them to 30 words or less. We request that ads
run
generally
will
Ads
e—mail.
or
postal
via
submitted in writing
to Tri—
one time only, but may be resubmitted each month. Mail
e—
angle Journal News, P.O. Box 11 485, Memphis, TN 38111 or
explicit
too
mail them to memphisTJN@ aol.com. Ads deemed
may be edited.

Gets

National

Classifieds
Friends For Life recently re—

but the agency continued to make

ceived national recognition when

bad decisions. We literally had to

a story on the HIV/AIDS service

come up with a six—month plan to

organization appeared in the pages

submit to the United Way, the City
of Memphis and the different foun—

of The Nonprofit Quarterly.

~,

Entitled "How Infrastructure

dations in town that had funded the

Created Strength in One Organiza—

agency. They met to decide our fate

tion," the article served as a "case

= to live or to die. We live. ..."
Moss continued to write about

story" of the agency. ~

anonymous survey. Please email
elem_ed_study@yahoo.com

ROOMMATES
GM looking to share 3 BR
house with big yard w/ small pool in
UofM area. You would have up—
stairs—a bedroom, sitting room and
bath to yourself and share the rest.
$350 + 1/3 utilities, $200 deposit.
Call 454—1411 to see.

WANT TO MEET
Asian—American Female, 25
looking for friends, club hopping,
movies and enlightening conversa—
tion. Open to male, female, gay,
straight or bi, very open—minded.
Race is no issue. If this soundslike
you and you like to make new friends,
then e—mail me at goddess_kami@
hotmail.com

GWC seeks roommate for their
4 bedroom 2.5 bath home in
Cordova. The house is 3 min from
I1—40 off Appling road. $450 in—
cludes phone and utilities. Garage
parking for your car, as well. 765—
6823

GWM, 49, 61" would like to meet
another GWM 50—60 years of age
who would like to start a friendship 4
and possible lead—up to long term.
Mail me at: Lewis Lee, P.O. Box 41,
Kenton, TN 38233 or give me a call at
731—665—6644 from 6pm—10:30pm.

GWF, 49, quiet, non—smoker
seeks same to help share 2 BR
modern and clean apt.w/balcony
next to Overton Square. $250/mo.
+ ultilities. Pats OK. 901—272—3278
GWM, 47, 61", 160 ISO other
GWM, similar, for friendship. Not
into bar scene —too costly. | like
videos, cards, TV and close
friendship. If interested, call Bobby.
in the Gibson/Madison County area.
(731) 855—4255. | am also seeking
a roommate to share a 3 BR house
in country (60 acres). $250 plus
1/2 utilities and $100 deposit.
VOLUNTEERS
NEEDED

GWM would like to meet another
GWM from age 37 to 47. I have brown
hair and hazel eyes and have a hairy
chest. My weight is 250 and | like
cooking, movies , enjoy being with
someone. | like to go tothe clubs. I
drink some, dine out. I smoke some:
times. Call Jimmy at (901)—604—6236.
| will be waiting.

—

Volunteers needed for gradu—
ate research project. People in
— same—sex relationship and have
children that are in or have com— —
pleted elementary school to fill out

While the majority of the story

some of the interventions that were

was written by FFL Executive Di—

required to pull the agency out of

rector Kim Moss, it was prefaced

the hole it had fallen into, things

with an editor‘ s note, which in part

like developing budgets (which

reads, "... Kim Moss has been the

weren‘t in place when he took

executive director of the agency for

over), decreasing staff and payroll

three and one—half years. This is

by about $150,000 and rebuilding

notable because although FFL is 20

the agency‘s board of directors and

years old, it has had a different ex—
ecutive director almost every three

its various avenues of support.

years. ..."

even a budget. I started immedi—

Fs

"... At the time there was not

In the article, Moss talks about

ately with developing budgets and

"the biggest problems that faced not
only the agency when he took over,

I made huge staff cuts and de—

but also the clients the agency
serves, namely housing and pov—

$150,000 in the first couple of
months. I basically let everybody

erty rate among clients, respec—
tively. He goes on to explain the

go that was not paid for by a grant.

journey he set out upon to turn the

"... When the Program for Non—

agency around and into what it is
today, successful and financially

profit Excellence (PNE) began a

creased

little over a year ago, I jumped at

rocky past as an organization,"
Moss wrote in the article. ‘When I

the board of directors was able‘ to

hired,

the

agency

was

be a much more effective arm of
our agency. ..."
In closing, Moss wrote about the
Friends For Life of today.

"... Unfortunately, the agency

*... The people in the agency, the

had made incredibly bad financial
decisions," Moss wrote. liThe City

management team and the board

of Memphis bailed out the agency
twice with grants of over $200,000,

decisions. We are now debt free.

are becoming comfortable making

LETE
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMP
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS

f

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,
PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES

Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. « 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. — 345—0825
(Mini—Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642
OPEN 6 DAYS

|DISC@VER

Mon.— Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight

QEX

and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

Closed Sundays and Holidays
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organizations that supply volun—
teers to us. We‘ve become a United
Way Partner agency — only four
groups were selected out of 120
locally.

We had an

18,000—

square—foot building donated to us
to move our services into and con—
solidate these services. We are in
the middle of a $1.3 million capi—
tal campaign. We are meetingthe
community‘s needs now. We are
viewed as leaders because we act
like leaders. And we live on.
Also included in the four—page
layout of the article is a story about
The Grant Center and the role it
plays in Memphis‘s nonprofit
agencies.
To read the entire, two—article
layout, visit Friends For Life‘s
at

website

www .FriendsForLifeCorp.org.
Click on the "Latest News" option
in the left—hand column. Scroll
down the page to where the it reads,
"Read About Us in The Nonprofit
Quarterly," and click.
Friends For Life Corporation is
the largest HIV/AIDS service or—
ganization in the Mid—South. A reg—
istered nonprofit organization,
Friends For Life‘s mission is to
help people affected by HIV/AIDS
live well. For more information on
Friends For Life, including free
HIV testing and— volunteer oppor—
tunities, call the main—office at
(901) 272—0855 or visit its award—
at
website
winning
www. FriendsForLifeCorp.org.

We‘ ve won two major awards from

_
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about

Moss continued. IIWith its help,

bankrupt.

Call 335—MAGY

by

...," Moss wrote.

$600,000 in the red and going

Peer support and discussion group

payroll

"Friends For Life has had a

was

Memphis Area Gay Youth

the

the opportunity to participate, "

stable.

MGM, mid—50s, attractive, 5‘4",
husky build. Enjoys good food, con— .
versation, movies, theatre, going out
occasionally and enjoying good qual—
ity time together. Looking for divorced
or separated WMs who want to "come
out." Am looking to meet new friends
and possible LTR. Contact Buddy
(nickname) 870—732—2755.

Recognition

the Real Ronald

PNOCCiacyentrant

Mysticorganization.
Krewe of7626Pegasus
Memphis:
a socMemphis,
ial charitaTNble
Shelby
Woods
Cove,
Noble38125
Hathor: a social, tax—exempt charitable
owebsrganiKrewe
zitaet:iwww.kreweothathor.com
on.ofPOBox820901,Memphis,TN38182—0901,
OpenHeartCommunityofFaith:Northendo
f First Congre—
g323—3514.
ational Church,1000SouthCooper,Rev.JohnGilmore#
Parents,
Families & Friends of Lesbians #761—1444.
& Gays (P—
FLAG):Box172031,Memphis38187—2031
Parents&FriendsofLesbians&Gays(P—FLAG):Jackson,
TNburtren@aeneas.com
38305 # 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail: .
PinkPistols:email:memphis@pinkpistols.org.hristian Church
StonewallMissionChurch:AProgressiveC
*Sun:Service6:30p
.m., meetsat theCenter, 103 Berry
RSunshineTravelers:MeetseveryotherTuesdaya
d., Nashvil e, TN37204#(615)269—3480.
t 7pmat
TheJungle,#788—4PLA(4752)
TennesseeLeatherTribe:Gaymen‘s/women‘sl
eather org.
1568
Rolling
H
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s
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.
,
Memphis,
TN
38127—5409
The®357—1921.
Mid—Towners Bowling League:
# 323—3111 — Linda
Etherton,342—4630—JamesB
a
i
l
e
y
.
Tsarus:
Leather—Levi club + Box 41082, Memphis 38174—
1082.
Univ.ofMiss.Gay,Lesbian,BisexualAssoc.:GLBA,PO
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 = 662—915—7049, email: *
glba@olemiss.edu,website:http:/Amww.olemiss.edu/lorgs/
glba.
UT—MartinALLIES:Campusandcommunity.A
lternate38238,
Weds.
5neilg@utm.edu#
p.m. Info 131F587—7301.
Humanities Bldg., Martin
WACWalker,(Woman‘s
Action Coalition):
Memphis38111
# 678—3339.PO Box 1203, 3566.
Alivewww.alivememphis.com,
Memphis!COUNSE!.INGSERVICES
A IHolistic
Healing
Center,
n
d
i
v
i
d
u
a
l
&
Couples
Therapy,
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. # 372—2991, Susan
Taranto;372—2593,CarolSchlicksup.
EricGroup,Adolescent,Couples&FamilyCounseling.S
Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.: Hypnotherapy, Indivliidduialn,g
scalefeeavailaPhD:ble. #685—5491
for appointment.
JoelChapman,
1000S
.
Cooper=844—4357.
Kent1713LockettPlace®372—0710..EMDR,group,i
D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential HealingndCenter,
ividual,
couples&faM.Ed.,
mily therapy.
GaryGardia,
LCSW:
Midtown
l
o
c
a
t
i
o
n
;
g
r
i
e
f
, los ;
Lesbian,Gay
&
transgender;
individuals,
couples
® 527—1098.

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a pubic
. service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. ‘All phone numbers are area code 901 unless other—
wise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — #683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. ® 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* — 2532 N. Watkins — # 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell # 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center 2432 Summer
# 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd ® 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—5760.
BARS./ RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. #523—
0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—5522.
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place # 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 # 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook # 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison # 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—8010.
One More*: 2117 Peabody ® 278—MORE (6673). >
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 #
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Paragon Lounge 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. # 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North, Jackson, TN # 1—
901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
t
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper ® 728—6535.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: ® 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office # 745—3300.
tee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser—
vice, free estimates # 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life)
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis: Box 41371, Mem—
phis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite::3430 Summer Ave, Memphis 38122.
BGALA (Students for Bisexual Gay & Lesbian Aware—
ness): University ofMemphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus —
Postal Station, Memphis; TN 38152—2521, e—mail:
bgala@memphis cc.edu,
R
website: www.people. memphis edul~bgala
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174,
. web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
Brothers &Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club *
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy «685 S. Highland, Memphis
38104 # 272—2116.
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org.
4F: Leather/Levi group + 698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun. 9:30 &
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm « 1000 South Cooper ® 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am + 166 Poplar # 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
nization » 1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111 # 320—9376, e—mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm + c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda SupportGroup Memphis Lambda Center
= 901—427—1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun: 10 am
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm + 2489 Broad Ave® 452—6272
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
phis, TN 38124 # 335—MAGY
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: ©274—
0163.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
® 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAH):
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
S$ Cooper, Memphis 38104 = 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCY):
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 = 262—
2702, e—mail: migc@yahoo.com, www.migcJ.org
Mid—South Pride: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
Pride Events « 111 S. Highland, Suite 261 # 328—6349,
website: www.midsouthpride.org.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group — c/o Barbara Jean Jasen, —
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis,
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis

Community Resources
— Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: ® 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: ® 278—4297 » 24—hrs.
LINC: # 415—2700..
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
3—9pm) ® 1—800—399—PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—7477.‘
—
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: # (617) 899—
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).

3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 ® 615—794—5047, email:
info@diversnybu1lder com, www.diversnyburldercom
Doing Business In Memphis: A Sales Leads Directory
www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls
Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occasions,
Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Services ® 276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation classes ®

682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper, # 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in greeting cards
LEGAL SERVICES
for lovers only «P.O. Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd:,
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair, Heat—
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
ing & A/C. +1447 National, # 327—6887, 327—7395.
(662) 292—0046..
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. #
hometown
529—8888.
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art, Painted
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
& Unusual Furnishings + 2228 Central # 725—0049.
206 ® 527—7701.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref., onsight
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #525—
est., + ® 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
0417.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting # 725—9216.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law 5118 Park , Ste 232,
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
«= 684—1332.
= Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house sitting by
competent, caring couple = 726—6198.
LODGING
Professional Pest Management: # 327—8400
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison # 523—8912.
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Business: 377—1075,
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
e—mail: EnricaRamey@aol.com.
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan.Dougherty # 762—0056.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood ® 503—8376 or
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
peutic, full—bodymassage/sports massage. By appoint
ment. ® 377—7
Mike Warkentin,LMT By appt. ® 218—0669. Inbalance
Fitness, 194 S. Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
sage ® 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body massage by appoint
ment. # 761—7977.

649—3270.
—
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring iinthe Gay and Lesbian Commu—
nity, 4646 Poplar ® 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 ® 324—4999, e—mail: viadmin@vantek.net.
*
www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Professional magicians, live
animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers ® 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.

REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments: 194
Looney Ave. ® 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown # 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
West Poplar Ave. ® 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: # 377—
1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate—Broker, The Carter Group: 1908
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown # 753—7222, 278—4079.
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S. Cooper
Bainea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison #.726—0090.
® 278—4380.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your sym— —
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
pathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. # 578—9107;
_
Cooper ® 278—4380.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Ovenon Crossnng
rebirthing # 761—3435.
TRAVEL
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse: ; —— 358—0062
— Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise Travel Agency,
DabblesHair Co.: 19 N. Cooper = 725—0521
lor « Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second ® 525—5302.
© DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
Ste 316 = 369—6050.
Travel Customized by Jean Morris: Member International
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist © Centerpoint,
Gay & Lesbian Travel Association ® 465—2936.

5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 # 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling, _
® 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples. Goal—
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area # 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
ing. + 5050 Poplar Ave., Suite 2400 # 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. # 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
©8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3,G ‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
1, Mphs.. = 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.
‘DENTAL SERVICES
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist — 79 North Cooper # 685—
5008.
FINANCIAL SERVICES
S
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
® 753—1413..
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service: 5100
Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 = 818—4134, 800-2274146, fax: 818—4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor ® 466—3588,
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e——mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.
FLORISTS
Botanica: 3092 Poplar, # 458—1929.
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.

MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine + Box 771948,
Memphis 38177—1948, = 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
by Printers Ink + Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 ® 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51°, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.

Deadline for August 2004
Triangle Journal News —July
Distribution Dates: July 30—31, 2004
Please submit advertising, stories, pictures and
—

calendar events to:

___

U.S. MAIL: Triangle Journal News
‘P.O. Box 11485: Memphis, TN 38111
PHONE OR FAX:

901—454—1411

E—MAIL: memphistin@aol.com

@

Forlifes

GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Appoint
ment # 377—7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. # 795—4308.
PrintersInk: Box 11485,—0485 ® 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & wh ite photography, processing & printing
services. Full color post card advertising. Call # 452—2766
or e—mail: btag69a@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography = 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
highly advanced #278—1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—
10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).

15

The first
cup‘s
on us!

Funded

in part by the Mid—South AID Fand
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at
GLBT venues or are specifically
f
GLBT—related
Calendar Listings in Non—bold type
take place at GLBT—friendly venues or
are of interest
_
to the GLBT community

w
~ SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study &
Worship Celebration — North End of First
Congregational (1000 South Coooper) — (901) 323—
3514 — Jam
f
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) 320—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday School, Café Congo, —
and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES

« Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — 11pm

office@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
452—6272 — 7pm
* Open Heart Community of Faith— "A Course in Miracles" —
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) — (901) $28—8514 — 7:80pm
SUNDAYS

MONDAYS
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
_» Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
4297 — 7:30pm
%f
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — 8pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
.

» Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood) ipm
~ 10:30am
* Sunday Afternoon at the Gaiety (GLBT—themed films),
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service— (901)
MGLCC, 3pm
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 4352-6272 10am * Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
and 6pm
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — 8pm
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
f
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm * Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm
* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper
* Queer As Folk — Metro —— 9pm
and Bible Study — (901) $20—9376 —

TUESDAYS
f
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)
320—9376 — 7pm
%
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA
(766 South Highland) — 7pm
— * Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

JULY 2004 COMMUNITY CALENDAR

2

swale
| +MGLCC TV Night, MGLCC,
7pm

4
* MGLCCBoard Meeting,
MGLCC, 6—8pm

« Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

11
« Softball, Tobey Fields, 1pm
+ MGLCC Annual Meeting,
MGLCC, 6pm
* Women‘s Action Coalition,
First Congregational

+ Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location
+ Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

* Let‘s Meet and Chill
{Interracial Discussion
Group), MGLCC, 7pm
+ Log Cabin Republicans
Dinner Out, 7pm (see
website for details)

13
14
* Integrity, Calvary Episcopal
+ Bowling, Winchester
Church, 6:30pm
Lanes, 6:30pm
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

+ TJN Ad Reservation
Deadline
+ MGLCC TV Night, MGLCC,
7pm

+ Cafe Q — live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm

See regula; Friday events —
+ FFL Wellness Retreat,
First Congo Retreat
Center, 3 pm

MGLCC, 7pm
18

* Softball, Tobey Fields,
Corner of Central and .
Hollywood, 1pm
* Steve Katz in Concert,
Amro Auditorium, 2pm
(see story on p. 5)
» Softball, Tobey Fields, 25
1pm
* Stonewall Democrats, MGLCC
6 p.m.
« Alison Tate‘s "Christmas in _
July" Benefit Show,
Backstreet, 6pm
* Women‘s Action Coalition,:
First Congo, 6:30pm

19
+ Feast for Friends, St.
John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm
* Plus Support Group, _
MGLCC, 7:30pm

20
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm
* Integrity Dinner/Meeting,
Calvary Church, 6:30 —
Guest speaker Dr. Arnold .
Drake of PFLAG

21
+ Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
+ Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

26
— Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—
0855 for location

27
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

28
* Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
+ Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm
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See regular Friday events

« Cafe Q — live entertainment,

Church, 6:30pm

ma
J.

9 |

8
+ MGLCC TV Night, MGLCC,
7pm

+ MGLCC TV Night, MGLCC,
7pm

* Protest for Marraige and
Equality, Union & McLean
Noon— 2pm
* Tennessee Leather Tribe
Club Night, The Pumping
Station, Opm
*+ Your Sister‘s Bingo Night,
Holy Trinity, 7pm

See regular Friday events f
* Cafe Q — live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm

23
See regular Friday events

10
» Trixie Thunderpussy
Special Show, J—Wag‘s,
10pm

+FEL Wellness Retrea1 7
First Congo Retreat Center
* Pegasus Car Wash, Holy
Trinity, 10am—2pm
* MGLCJ, MGLCC, 2pm
* Tsarus Club Night,
The Pumping Station, Ipm
24

+ TIN copy deadline for —
stories and calendar
information
* Cafe Q — live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm

30
DUE OUT
See regular Friday events
* Cafe Q — live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm
AUGUST TIN

+ MGLCC TV Night, MGLCC,
7pm

+ Frontrunners Memphis
2—mile run, The Pier
parking lot (Union and
Riverside Dr.), Jam

«@<

w

pregame

* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

* Lights Out — Come Party in the
Dark — Metro

WEDNESDAYS
<_» Frontrunners 3—mile run, Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm

j

* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares — Holy
Trinity Community Church ——
(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournament — J—Wag S=

Bill Johns

IEntique Parebouse Mall
2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
*
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQOMEM@AOL.COM
,
oes
Members ﬁfgzszzz ggltlgiﬁigswclatwn
Po
Main
Site

Other Points
of Interest
s
;

i
and Sifeet
rmonpnntnmemenme

A. Aloysius Home
B. . Circuit Circuit Playh
Playhouse
«|_ C. Dabbles

urch
Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor: Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR

FRIDAYS
;
* Fsilrst Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 7pm

emmm

* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
. , Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center —

3, Crossroads

10pm

4.

* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
ping
p
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight

$.

a
g

‘4th Street

J—Was‘s
J—Wag
Forenz

&
.
6. Madison Flame
7. Mélange*

‘Daggégtgegfﬁﬁggg ne@=lf
G. Playhouse on the Square |#**
§
>
®

* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — 8am
P

8.
9.
.
10.
11.
12.

Metro Memphis
One M
Une More
P & H Cafe*
Paragon Lounge
p
Statio
umping Station
|13..The Jungle
* Gay Supportzve

Interstate 2
;

SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), Jam
* Protest for Marriage & Equality, 12:00 — 2:00
pm, Corner of Union & McLean
(Protest held in conjuction with the MGLCC)
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC — 278—
4297 — 7 pm
* Pool Tournament — J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm

EJ
N. Claybrook

5
O

Send calendar information to one
of the following:

Cleveland St.
§

®)

E—mail;

olde
_
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9
§
n.witer

Regular Mail:
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N. Avalon

a

®
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p
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i

Memphis, TN 38111
Fax: (901) 454—1411
f

,
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"
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Morrison St.

®

—

Pair
Licensed
—
Massage
Therapist

Stephen

f

—

)

g? |
0 G

P.O. Box 11485

&

Belvedere

McLean
Blvd.
nck= *
339

|

— TJNcalendar@yahoo.com

|
§

&

7:00PM

Thursday Evenings
nis:
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH

a;
+
2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen

rd
Street
ubs

D. Friends for Life
E. Inz & Outz —
F. MGLCC

Website Address: www.holytrinitymemphis.org
Surg om Eng“ ggrfystsest;
a

9pm
* MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center — (901) 278—4297 —
7pm
* Seriously Sober Holy Trinity Community Church —
Clubs and Restaurants
(901) $20—9376 — spm
1. Backstreet
* Karaoke — One More — 8pm —

t

TS"
f
Businesses and __

685 S. Highland
Memphis, TN 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376

8pm
* Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
.* Karaoke Night — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 9:30—
11:30pm:
* Star Karaoke — Crossroads —
10pm
* Amateur Show — Metro —
11:30pm

£

Worship Service
11:00AM £
Wednesday Night
Study

THURSDAYS

* Dart Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Partners Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm

Larry Timmerman

;
a

By Appointment Only

=t

CooperfiSt

g

Sports

Therapeutic

Iv

East Parkway

9p
Map Not to Scale
Not All Streets Shown
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Relaxin
C
9
Swedish

3
5
901 _277_1 705
f
STEPHENPAIR@AOL.COM
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AND

NOWA WORD FROM
YOUR TEETH...

Painful teeth
swollen gums,
unsightlystaing and badbreath

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
treatment is our
business. Bestofall ..
we do it with a soft,
_ gentle touch.

We are. 3 youngand growing dental
Theseare messages from your teeth
j
Le
sa
pail
practice
whic
h
prid
f which say, "We need help!"
es
itse
lf ony _
e
12
$
'
|
fairmess and open—mindedness,.

| Make your teeth feel good again! e sc
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

New Offers.

«
invisalign
Straight Teeth. NoBraces."

W'ILLL‘XM N. CASTLE, D.D. S
General Dentistry

'
f
ADA"

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104
2815
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